SLOT OPTIONS
PLEASE TICK WHICH SLOT REQUIRED AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IF NECESSARY

DOUBLE SLOT

SINGLE SLOT

OPEN SLOT

PLAIN END

SUSPENDED

K- CENTRAL DISTANCE

A /F H-

D- O/ALL SHAFT

C- BACK/BACK

B- FACE

INSIDE BEARING Dia

E- DIA AT UNDERCUT

A- ROLLER Dia

CONVEYOR NUMBER | ROLLER TYPE | A ROLLER Dia | B FACE | C BACK TO BACK | D OVERALL LENGTH | E INSIDE BEARING Dia | F DIA AT UNDERCUT | G SLOT WIDTH | H ACROSS FLAT | BEARING TYPE
---- | ---- | ---- | ---- | ---- | ---- | ---- | ---- | ---- | ---- | ----

| | | | | | | | | | | 

ALL STATE CONVEYORS
PTY LTD